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Well well well... When facing this quest you better bring your best Gwent decks to the tournament because in this quest you will come across some of the best Gwent players in the northern realms. Make sure you've completed as many Gwent quests as possible to collect the best cards for you deck, otherwise you won't be able to beat all the opponents at this exclusive
tournament. Very important: As in the standard Game Witcher 3 make sure to save your game before you start this quest. Also, always save once you have defeated and the opponent and have a chance. Once you have lost one Gwent game in this quest you will lose the tournament and will not be able to play all possible Gwent players and get their unique cards. This
tournament is your only chance to get the final cards of the leaders of each faction!!! To start this quest, you will need to find a notification on the bulletin board near the St. Gregor's Bridge in Novigard, mentioning the Gwent tournament. The tournament takes place at a famous location in Novigrad, Passiflor. Bring your best Gwent cards and find a writer in the making and enter
the tournament. Keep in mind the entry fee is 1,000! But you have to get the money back plus a bonus at the end of the quest. And don't forget to keep the game ;). Once everything is set up, the rabble will be removed and the tournament will begin. After you meet one of the participants, a woman named Sasha. She will talk to you about other competitors and successor. After
that, you'll have to talk to three other participants in the tournament: a semi-ling farmer, a half-elf trouble maker and a glamorous boy. After you have spoken to all three of them, the Baron will introduce you to the rules and the tournament will begin. Make sure you have the best decks prepared and save the game!  you have to defeat all 4 opponents, the last Baron Tybalt
himself. Make sure you save after each win once you lose you will not be able to play against the rest of the participants and will not get a second chance to win your unique card and complete the collection em all - Gwent quest. Bernard Tulle with The Northern Deck Of Realms Sasha with the deck of Niflgaard. Finneas (Hal-Elven) with the deck of Skoja'tael. Baron Tybalt with a
deck of monsters. Map Character Title Faction Steel-wrought Bernard North Realms Unforgiving Sasha Nilfgaard queen Dol Blathanna Finneas Scoia'Tael Destroyer of the Worlds Tybalt Monsters Get Ready for This Quest - you'll play against some of the game's best players. So make sure you already have other Gwent quests before you make your decks stronger, especially
old buddies and Big City Players Gwent quest. Sasha with his Niflgaard deck is perhaps the most difficult opponent in this quest. She plays a very strong spy deck. Confront her with lots of bait and spies yourself. The elf player Gwent is very poorly weaker, you will see for yourself. You will have to beat him in a fistfight after he lost. He is not only a tough player for Gwent, but also
Fighter, but the game will automatically save after your victory if you don't beat it the first time. As mentioned earlier, always save and play all the rivals. This quest is your only way to get all the card leaders and if you lose you and don't get a second chance to win them. Be kind to Sasha (still beat her in Gwent though), she can return the favor at the end of the quest, but in a more
romantic way.  was it helpful? (157 votes, average: 2.66 out of 5) Download... The Great Gwent Diversion Novigrad Dreaming important items in this area of Foltest, the Emhyr var Emreis Steel Map, The unforgiving map of Francesca Findaber, the queen of Dol Blathanna Card Eredin, the Destroyer of the Worlds Card Letter from Cantarella Gwent Players in this area Barnard
Tulle - Foltest, steel wrought-iron card Sasha - Emhyr var Emreis, Unforgiving map Finneas - Francesca Findair , Destroyer worlds Card Warning!: It's a high-level quest, and though it can be a high-level quest. It's mostly represented here for the sake of continuity. Completion of Gwent in Novigrad, and all that. Make a hard save before you enter the tournament, and if it's too hard
for you - Gwent, fistfight or fight - consider rebooting and coming back at a later date. You have two ways to start the next quest; either head over to most of any bulletin board in Novigrad and pay attention to the High Stakes Gwent Tournament or just head to Passiflora and find Scribe north of the Marquis of Serenity, who is busily denying potential player Gwent entry into the
tournament. After the sad rejection goes away, talk to the scribe, show him his cards, and pay the 1000 Crown entry fee. High-stakes tournament, really! Once you pay, you will get your ticket and head upstairs where a woman named Sasha will molest you. Talk to her to find out the names of your competitors, including Patrick Hazelnutt, Bernard Tall, Finneas and Count Tybalt.
Follow Sasha's advice and talk to your competitions in anticipation of Count Tybalt. Your first match will be against Barnard Tall (left), after which Sasha will meet you outside for some intrigue (right). Barnard Tulle match After you're done talking to the last of the three, the rules will be announced and the players will be paired with your first foe of the night Barnard Tulle. Talk to him
to play with him; It has a powerful but fairly straight Northern Kingdom deck, including 15 Power Hero cards like Geralt Rivia and Ziri. He also likes the Biting Frost card rather than the above using Commander Horn and Scorch cards. It will also use its Foltest card, Steel-Forged, which will limit the usefulness of your siege cards, so try not to play too much of the same Force right
away to avoid this card. Unfortunately, your Catapult cards should be sacrificial lambs here. It is also a card that you will win if you win halfling. Objective remuneration Defeating Barnard Tulle on Gwent 20 XP, Foltest, Steel-Forge Card After the match Sasha will bother you again and ask to talk to you on the balcony. Agree and follow her to listen to her where she will tell you what
she is after here and where she heard about you. At best, you win the tournament and control the winner's wallet. If you are not able to win ... Well, she insists it can be profitable if you stay through anyway. You don't have to have the intention of losing, however, as you will only receive each player's unique cards if you beat them, and that means you need to sweep the
tournament. Sasha Match Returns back to the common room where the next two contenders will be named. Looks like you're playing Sasha. Go back upstairs and talk to Sasha, who insists that you play to the best of your ability. It's a bit good luck, isn't it? She has a nasty Nilfgaardian deck, fielding a lot of high-strength cards (both normal and hero cards), dandelion cards,
Villentretenmerth cards and the odd Scorch card. Oddly enough, she doesn't do much of the use of Tight Bond cards, and she doesn't use - or really have many ways to fight - weather cards, but given how many hero cards she plays, weather cards will probably hurt you more than hers anyway. The real difficulty in facing her stems from the absurd amount of Decoy, Medic and
Spy cards she has, which she will gladly use to either perpetuate her strongest cards in later rounds, or constantly threaten out-of-card you by playing and re-playing Spy Cards. She is the only player in the game who has a realistic shot of the out-powering and out-of-card best Northern Kingdom deck you can muster even if you draw a good hand. On top of that, she will use her
Emhyr var Emreis leader card, the Relentless, to snatch the card from your reset stack, usually a Medic or Spy card. She's probably the toughest Gwent player you'll encounter in the game, so if you beat her, glory! It's all down from here in terms of complexity. Objective reward for defeating Sasha on Gwent 45 XP, Emhyr var Emreis, Relentless Card Sasha got one of the most
powerful Gwent decks in the game, you'll need a powerful deck to even compete with (left). Finneas, on the other hand, has a rather weak deck, something he tries for a long time (right). Finneas match defeat her and you immediately put in a match with Finneas, who only agrees to play when faced with confiscation. He is by far the easiest opponent you have encountered in this
tournament using a fairly standard Scoia'tael deck. He has a few hero cards, and a high-strength card, and some Muster cards, but to be honest, he can be easily defeated with a happy hand Spy and Decoy cards just out-wasting it, or the ever-comfortable Villentretenmerth and Decoy combo, Blow up his Muster card. This is good news for you as you can't save between playing
with him and Sasha. Goal To defeat Finneas on... Life 45 XP, Francesca Findabair, queen Dol Blothanna After the match he will be offended by the loss, and start fighting. Although it's high-level, if you know how parried strikes are by now, it's no harder than any other fist-fighter. Just parried, counter, and continue until it falls. Once he does, you can challenge Count Tybalt for the
top prize. Save your game and then play Gwent with Tybalt. Count Tybalt match As you would expect, he has a monster deck. While they may be initially challenging, by now the monster decks are very predictable. Use Spy Cards to out-map it (a tactic that doesn't work as well for him when he tries to decay your spy cards back at you, since the monster deck relies heavily on
Muster cards), and if you're lucky, you'll get a Villentretenmerth that you can spam with Decoy to destroy said: Muster combo. When you defeat it, you will receive another Leader card; Eredin, the destroyer of the worlds. Objective reward for defeating Earl Tybalt on Gwent 72 XP, Eredin, Worlds Map Destroyer Defeat Tybalt and winning the gwent tournament held at Passiflora. 15
Heist Once you defeat you and Count Tybalt will be informed that some vile thieves have slipped away with your wallet! Sasha proclaims her innocence to Geralta, and he takes her for a scay. Agree to help her recover the coin - your coin - and she will smoothly talk her way past the guard. Follow the guard upstairs to the crime scene, where, after an additional play of words from
Sasha, you will be left alone. Use your witch's feelings and search for a dead guard and then explore the scratches on the floor near the door to the north. After that head to the balcony and search for a crossbow bolt tied to the row to the east. Geralt and Sasha will talk a little more and will find out the likely sequence of events. Head down and leave the brothel to find a search
area along the northeast corner said the brothel. Activate your witch-hunt feelings and explore the rope, after which Geralt will discover a trail of smell. Follow the trail south and then up the stairs to find a box on the ground that bears the markings that lead Sasha to offer a particular warehouse. Objective reward for following the trail of thief 45 XP Investigate the crime scene (left)
and then follow the trail of evidence from the outside until you find evidence that leads you to the criminals (right). Head to the warehouse along the southwestern edge of the central district of Novigrad, where you will meet Sasha, who is a sporty sensible change of clothes. Circle around at the north end of the warehouse (perhaps having stumbled upon the wagon thieves used
earlier) and climb some boxes to reach the wooden platform that will give you access to the warehouse. Go through the window and lower to the floor to find thieves loitering around along side of the building, led by their boss, who, as expected, is one of your fellow Gwent players. Violence, of course, of course and these bandits are pretty powerful (level twenty-four), but despite
being possibly out of the match, there are several factors that make this fight winnable. First, you have plenty of room to retreat. Secondly, it is not so difficult to resist a few aggressive bandits, regardless of their level. Third, you can use hit and run tactics, a good old Strong Attack/Dodge combo that works so well. Fourth, Sasha will help and she is strong and invincible, so as long
as you play defensively, she will most likely do most of the work. Defeat the thieves in the warehouse (left), after which Geralt and Sasha will get away with the money, have a good dinner ... and maybe a bit of fun for dessert (right). After they all die, Sasha will invite you to dinner at Kingfisher. Question her further and she will give you her almost real name, after which feel free to
accept the invitation to dinner. You will be reunited with your conspirators in the aforementioned hotel, where Geralt tells the story. Sick of a small conversation, Sasha - or whoever she really is - will invite Geralt upstairs for an intimate reconstruction of his past exploits. The High Stakes quest ends. Geralt got a little coin, a few new Gwent cards, and got put down. All in all, a good
day for Geralt. Read the note Letter from Cantarella on the bed when you come in - well, easy to come, easy to go. Objective reward for stealing back the tournament purse 4500 crown you know?: Geralt's quest tells Sasha about during their dinner date quest Blue Eyes from the first Game of the Witcher. A member of the Order of the Burning Rose (the militant branch of the
Eternal Fire cult) asked you to find your sister who was working in a brothel run by vampires. It says something terribly bad about you when your sister is more likely to be under the protection of vampires than you. You. witcher 3 gwent tournament skellige. witcher 3 gwent tournament how to win. witcher 3 gwent tournament fist fight. witcher 3 gwent tournament deck. witcher 3
gwent tournament trophy. witcher 3 gwent tournament guide. witcher 3 gwent tournament rigged. witcher 3 gwent tournament sword
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